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Surface Cure W Curing Compound,
200L
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Short Description

Surface-Cure W is a Class A Type 1-D membrane-forming curing compound. Also available in other sizes.

Description

Surface Cure W is a Class A curing compound for use on new concrete that facilitates maximum moisture
retention through 28 days curing period to maximise concrete strength & durability. Surface Cure W, when
applied by the correct method and at the recommended application rate, leaves a dried waxy film, as
Surface-Cure W is based on petroleum waxes combined with other additives. Surface Cure W is a special wax
in that it does not have the same safety issues of causing pedestrian traffic to slip when walked on. The film is
drier and it is easier to work.

Features:

Wax Emulsion Water Based Type 1D - Class A
AS3799 Approved / QTMR Approval
Ideal for:

Use on new concrete

APPLICATION
Surface Preparation:

Surface Cure W should be applied to the exposed surfaces of concrete after the sheen of moisture, broguht
to the surface by the final screeding and trowelling operations, has disappeared, but whilst the concrete is
still damp. At the same time, the concrete would have hardened sufficiently to ensure that the surface is not
damaged during the application of the curing compound. Undue delay will reduce the effectiveness of the
treament. If the compound is applied to a dry surface, it may soak into the concrete and not form a
continuous film.

Refer to the Technical Data Sheet for further information on proper surface preparation.

Mixing:

None - use as supplied.

Placement:

Apply using a low pressure spray (preferred) or soft 10-15mm nap roller. Apply at a rate of 5m2/L. Note
Surface Cure W is not compatible with many hydrocarbon solvent based primers and is not suitable for use
on concrete roads which will be subject to line marking.

Clean Up:

Water when wet. Kerosene, fuel when dry.

Storage:
Store in a cool dry place.
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Additional Information

CODE 40-CHSCW200

U.O.M Each

Weight 200

Colour Pink

Brand Chemical House

Size 200 L

Appearance / Composition Liquid

Cure Time Shower resistant after 1.5 - 2 hours at 25 degrees

Class Class A, Type 1-D
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